Self Advocacy Sydney Inc.
20th Anniversary Celebration
1986 - 2006
The Past, Present and Future

“SPEAKING FOR OURSELVES”
This service is provided with the assistance of the Australian Government’s
Department of Family, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs (FACSIA)
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This booklet was researched by Bernadette Curryer, who drew on the
amazing memory, involvement and passion for self advocacy of Robert
Strike, Julie Loblinzk, Arthur Bozikas and the current Board and
members of Self Advocacy Sydney Inc.

We would like to recognize the contributions made by the many people
involved over the last 20 years, including past Board Members, staff,
support people, volunteers as well as our consumers and their families.

The production of this booklet was possible through the generous
financial support of Blacktown City Council and the Department of
Disabilities, Ageing and Home Care (DADHC).
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INTRODUCTION
This book has been developed to celebrate the 20th Anniversary of the
formation of Self Advocacy Sydney Inc. It is a way to recognize the
vision and achievements of the many people involved with Self
Advocacy since 1986.
This booklet will remind us all of our past, recognize the present
and let us dream of the future—one where all people, regardless of
the presence of a disability, are able to have a voice and be heard!
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1986 - 2000

302 Pitt St Sydney 1986-1988

Harris Park 1994-2000
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“The self-advocacy movement represents a grass roots
effort on the part of people with an intellectual disability to
demonstrate their ability to speak for themselves, make their own
decisions and contribute meaningfully to the general society”
Self Advocacy NSW Annual Report 1986/87

HOW DID THE SERVICE START?
•

Self Advocacy groups for people with an intellectual disability first
began in the late 1960’s in America, England and Sweden. They
were known by a variety of names including ‘People First’ in USA.

•

In July 1982 Dale Maddock from the NSW Board of Adult
Education held a conference for people with intellectual disabilities
at Nambucca Heads. The theme of this conference was increasing
awareness of the role of people with intellectual disabilities in the
community. 41 participants attended, and Robert Strike was a guest
speaker. At the conference people were given the chance to speak of
their experiences—without being censored by service providers or
carers. This built their confidence and belief in their ability to speak
their minds.

•

Robert found the experience so positive that he approached the NSW
Board of Adult Education for support to set up a group for people
with intellectual disabilities—this resulted in the forming of the
Western Region Rights Committee. Their role was to advise on the
educational needs of adults with a disability in Western Sydney and
to organize and run conferences on quality of life issues effecting
people with disabilities.
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•

They planned and ran a Parramatta Conference in July 1984, this
was attended by 96 participants with 10 speakers. From this
conference it was decided to set up a self advocacy group based in
Sydney. Other Self Advocacy groups were also planned for the
Upper Hunter, Lismore and Wagga Regions.

Conference in 1984

Plaque from first official
opening in 1986

Dale Maddock—one of the
initial organizers/
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•

This group identified the need for an organisation in Sydney to help
people with intellectual disabilities learn about their rights and develop
the confidence to speak for themselves. A delegation, made up of Robert
Strike, David Gant and Dale Maddock approached the Department of
Community Services and was successful in gaining funding as a
demonstration project. The name Self Advocacy NSW (SANSW) was
chosen and an office in Pitt St Sydney was set up in 1986.The office was
officially opened by Judy Ellis from the Office of Disability on 8th June
1986.

Robert Strike, Liz Juniper, David Gant
(Field Worker)

(Admin)

David with Tess Short (Support Worker)

(Office Manager)

•

In 1988 the office burnt down, so it ran from the manager’s own house
until 1989 when it was opened in King St Sydney.

•

In 1991, the group moved to Hunter St in Parramatta and changed the
name to Self Advocacy Sydney (SAS) as it was only able to provide
service to the Sydney metropolitan area.

•

In 1994 the office again moved to Harris Park

•

In 2000 to Blacktown it made its last move to where it currently operates
from—Suite 4, 2A Newton Rd Blacktown. It is currently funded by
Family and Community Services & Indigenous Affairs (FACSIA)
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FOUNDING MEMBERS
Robert Strike, Brendan Crumpton, Carol Pein, Carl Craber,
Anne Christian, Stephen Faulks, David Gant, Michael Clear,
Kevin Greenup, Elizabeth Juniper, S.Irvine, M.Terjesen,
Dale Mattock, Teresa Short, Dennis Delaney, Mark Taylor

Intellectually disabled people require a solid base to
support their growth and involvement in self advocacy …
the NSW committee has confirmed that with this solid
base and good training programs, people with an
intellectual disability can speak for themselves.”
Self Advocacy NSW Annual Report 1986/87

PAST PRESIDENTS

Dennis Delaney
1986 – 1988

Brendon Crumpton
1988—1990

Carol Pein
1992—1994

Robert Strike
1996 – 1999
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Julie Loblinzk
1990—1992
1994—1996

Roy McAlpine
1999—2003

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
•

1986 to 1991—Funding received from FACS to set up Self Advocacy groups
throughout NSW. Examples being Ability Incorporated in Lismore and Self Advocacy Hunter.

•

1988—The Jeanette Moss Award —this award was
to acknowledge outstanding work in the field of intellectual disability. It is awarded every two years.
Jeanette Moss

•

1991—Name changed from Self Advocacy NSW to Self Advocacy Sydney—
this was in response to the directive from the department to concentrate on
provision of self advocacy services to the Sydney area.

•

1993—- Funding changed following introduction of the Disability Act of 1993,
now required to comply with Section 10 of the Act. Required to meet Disability
Service Standards
1993—Self Advocacy organized 18 people
with an intellectual disability, with 2 support
people, to attend the Self Advocacy International Conference in Toronto Canada. The
organisation paid the conference fees while all
other costs were covered through the group
fund raising and individual contributions. Julie
presented on “Issues for people with
intellectual disabilities in Australia.”
•

•

1996 to 1999—Redevelopment of Policies and Procedures (in line with the
Disability Service Standards), information booklet and pamphlets

•

1999—Part of committee looking at Disability
Access and Equity for the 2000 Paralympics at
Homebush.
Meeting Premier Bob Carr at the
2000 Paralympics
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WORKING HARD BUT HAVING FUN
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WHY WAS SELF ADVOCACY NEEDED?

•

•

•

•

People with an intellectual disability had no say in the
services provided for them
They were not allowed to speak up for themselves—they were
treated like children
They needed somewhere to go to learn about their rights and how
to be a self advocate
A service run by people with an intellectual disability would be a positive role
model—showing what people with an intellectual disability can do when
given a chance, encouraged and supported to take control of their lives.

DO WE STILL NEED SELF ADVOCACY NOW?
•

•

•

•

•

•

Although things have changed since the Disability Services Act 1993 and the
introduction of the Disability Service Standards, there is still
improvements to be made.
Ongoing support and training is needed to develop individual self advocacy
skills.
Education for families to enable them to understand the benefits of their
family member becoming a self advocate.
More community education is required regarding the rights of people
with an intellectual disability
Work with government departments to show that people with
intellectual disabilities can run organisations, control their lives and
make their own decisions.
Role modeling and support of people with intellectual disabilities by
their peers.
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2000 onwards

Current Office—Newton Rd Blacktown
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Self Advocacy Sydney is a service run by and for people with
an intellectual disability.

Vision of Self Advocacy Sydney Inc
To support people with an intellectual disability to be a part of
the community and to have the same rights as people who don’t
have a disability, and to do this by involving their families
when they can and should be involved.

Mission of SAS Inc
•

•

•

Give training, support and information to all members and
consumers to develop their skills as self advocates.
Provide information and education to the community about
self advocacy and the rights of people who have an
intellectual disability.
Develop strong links with other advocacy and community
groups
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What is Self Advocacy?
•

Speaking for yourself

•

Having and understanding your rights and responsibilities

•

Learning new skills

•

Learning to do things for yourself

•

Making real choices about your life

•

Making friends

•

Helping each other to change things
“The best thing about self
advocacy is seeing the
growth of the people—how
over time they learned to
express themselves in their
own way, showing that they
can do it for themselves”
Robert Strike
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CURRENT BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

President—Daniel Horseman

Vice President—Ron Calek

Treasurer—Nick Dover

Vice Treasurer—Geoff Fayers

Board Member- Katie Draper

Board Member-Ann Gregory

Board Member-Joanne Hammerton

STAFF of SAS Inc
Training and Support Officer—Julie Loblinzk (1997-Current)
Self Advocacy Worker—Jackie Tatum (1998-2006)
Executive Officer—Arthur Bozikas (1996-Current)
Service Development Manager—Bernadette Curryer (2005-Current)
Admin Assistant—Susana Marcora (1998-Current)
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGS 2002 –2006

“Becoming President of SAS has been an important
achievement for me. I have gained self confidence and I
am proud to be able to work with a dedicated team of staff
and volunteers, promoting self advocacy to the wider
community. By being President I can ensure that our
consumers receive the optimum service that they deserve.”
Daniel
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RECENT KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
•

2001—Received certification from FACS

•

2001—Attended the Disability Devolution Conference in
Sydney and were part of the committee overseeing this ensuring clients were able to voice their opinions,
recognizing the need to have input from everyone involved,
including support people and their families. Presented a
booklet on Consumer Participation to groups in Sydney,
Wollongong, Goulburn and Newcastle.
2001 to 2002—Developed a Disability Resource Kit
“Welcome to the City of Parramatta”
•

2002—Julie Loblinzk and Leanne
Dowse presented , on behalf of SAS,
at the 13th World Congress of
Inclusion International.
•

2005— 8 self advocates from Japan, together with 3
support people and an interpreter,
spent 3 days with the organisation.
•

•

Joint project with the Western Sydney Intellectual Disability
Support Group (WSIDSG) - ‘What I Like”
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WHO CAN USE THE SERVICE
•
•
•
•
•

People who have an intellectual disability and are 18 years or older
Who want to learn about their rights
Who want to become a self advocate
Who may need some support to speak up for themselves
Parents, carers, support people and service providers are also welcome

WHAT CAN WE OFFER
•

Individual support is offered after a Consumer Action Plan (CAP) has been
developed. This plan identifies the issues which the individual client wants
to work on, their goals and outcomes and a plan of action to reach these.

Development of a Consumer’s
Action Plan (CAP)

•

Information and referral to specialised services if required

•

Group training—Monthly calendar of training on issues chosen by the
group

•

Involvement, training and experience working on a Board of Management
for people with an intellectual disability.

•

Training for community organisations and services on ‘What is Self
Advocacy’ and how to support people who are self advocates
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SAS ACTIVITIES
Flying to Advocacy
Conference in Ballina

“I like the meetings,
they are interesting.”
Ron

“I like everything, my interpreter helps me to understand more about being a board member”
Katie

Visit by an Advocacy Group from Japan - August 2005
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A DAY AT THE OFFICE!

Support for Board Members—Each board member has an individual
support person—this person does not speak on behalf of the board member
but makes sure that the board member has received enough information to
make their own, informed decision.
Current Support People—
Lyn Cale, Lesley Streetner, Jack Kestle, Susanna Morcora, Kerrie Lakeman

“I see Self Advocacy as an organisation that assists
both individuals and organisations to enable
community members to participate in community life
to the fullest.” Lyn
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BUSY OUT AND ABOUT

Self Advocacy Sydney would like to acknowledge and congratulate both
Daniel Horseman (President) and Julie Loblinzk (Training and Support
Officer) who have undertaken the Graduate Certificate of Health Science
(Developmental Disability) at the University of Sydney. Daniel completed
the course in 2004 and Julie should graduate at the end of 2007.
Great work!!
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WORKING WITH OTHER ORGANISATIONS

Disability Expo 2003
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SELF ADVOCACY IS ABOUT PEOPLE!
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CHANGES FOR THE FUTURE
Our funding body, the Department of Family and Community Services and
Indigenous Affairs (FACSIA), has recently conducted an evaluation of the
National Disability Advocacy Program. A consultation paper was released
in September 2006 called ‘Enhancing the National Disability Advocacy
Program’. The results of this will have a huge impact on the future of Self
Advocacy including•

Funding granted for another 18 months, up to July 2008, with extra
conditions of funding

•

Self Advocacy Sydney will need to reapply for funding through a
competitive tendering scheme in Sept 2007—with results due in
February 2008

•

Then we will either be stronger than ever—or we will be without funding
and having to find another funding source!

So there is lots of work ahead of us to ensure that SAS survives and
continues to support people with intellectual disabilities as they stand up
and speak for themselves!
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OUR VISION THE FUTURE
Our ideal vision of the future is one in which all people with a disability have the
freedom and opportunity to express themselves, with support as needed. They will hold
a valued place in our community and have an equal opportunity to determine their own
lives.
We will try to achieve this through •

Ongoing Advocacy Development—both individual and systemic, focusing on self
advocacy

•

Consumer directed practice—that is the service will respond to the needs and wishes
of people with intellectual disabilities

•

Increased consumer participation and training

•

Promotion of the service to a wider number of people

•

Continued staff and board development

•

Continuation of networking and systemic advocacy approaches

•

Continued involvement of SAS staff as Consumer Technical Experts (CTE) in the
auditing of both Business Services and Open Employment Services—this means that
people with an intellectual disability will have direct involvement in monitoring the
standards of services supporting other people with intellectual disabilities.
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“SPEAKING FOR OURSELVES”
Self Advocacy Sydney Inc.
Suite 4, 2a Newton Rd
Blacktown NSW 2148
Phone : 02 9622 3005
Fax : 02 9622 6030
Email : info@sasinc.com.au
www.sasinc.com.au
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